NOTE:
1. CONCRETE GRADE N25.
2. LOCATION AND LEVEL OF GULLY PIT SHOWN IN THE DRAWINGS REFER TO THIS POINT:
3. FOR DETAILS OF GRATE AND FRAME SEE R0220-33.
4. SUITABLE FOR SINGLE, DOUBLE, TRIPLE AND QUAD PITS (R0220-30).

**Section**

1. LAYER OF 8MM MESH 300 mm FROM PIPE
2. 2 LAYERS OF 8MM MESH 90 mm COVER

**Plan**

1. HOLE FOR DRAIN CLEANOUT
2. HOLE FOR DRAIN OUTLET
3. (FRAME IN PLACE GRATING REMOVED)

- 100 DIA. HOLE FOR DRAIN CLEANOUT WHERE REQUIRED
- 100 DIA. HOLE FOR DRAIN OUTLET WHERE REQUIRED
- CONCRETE ENCASTEMENT TO BE BONDED TO PIPE WITH WET TO DRY EPOXY.
- 1 LENGTH OF PIPE (1.2 m)

**NOTES**

1. DMG PIT TO PIPE CONNECTION
2. ROAD POLICY, SPECIFICATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY
3. ROAD DESIGN ENGINEERING
4. SUITABLE FOR SINGLE, DOUBLE, TRIPLE AND QUAD PITS (R0220-30).